Low Up-Keep a Feature of These Ideal “Bulldog” Mowers

In selecting new fairway mowers look carefully into the matter of upkeep and replacement expense. Compare costs—and check up on the necessary expense required to keep the average mower in good operating condition.

Actual experience on hundreds of clubs has demonstrated beyond question that Ideal Bulldog fairway mowers are setting a new low standard of economy.

These Bulldog mowers are the acme of simplicity—cutting units are sturdy, close coupled and compact, and the all metal frame is practically indestructible. They will give years of service at an extremely low upkeep cost.

Moreover, they do splendid work on either level or rolling ground and have ample flexibility to care for undulating fairways.

Built in 3-unit and 5-unit sizes for use with any good golf tractor and for horse-drawn service.

Our large catalog describes the mower in detail, together with our complete line of golf course equipment.
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